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Abstract

Decades of research consistently shows that student evaluations offer limited information on the effectiveness of teaching in economics. At best, such methods are valid for a limited set of factors that correlate with “good instruction.” Even though some evidence exists that student evaluations are positively correlated with learning, strong biases also exist. Even though these limitations are well-established in the literature and widely believed among faculty, the implementation of alternative or complimentary forms of assessment is notably lacking. The purpose of this paper is to review the current methods used to assess teaching. In the process, the paper proposes a research agenda for economists that aims to assess the reliability and validity of alternative processes such as peer review of teaching. The paper concludes with a number of recommendations for economics departments that are serious about enhancing both formative as well as summative assessments of teaching.
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Introduction

The subject of teaching evaluations is uniformly controversial within academe. Despite decades of research verifying their reliability, their validity continues to be questioned by researchers and faculty. One reason is that such methods only consider a relatively small number of factors that correlate with “good instruction.” Even though these limitations are well-established in the literature and widely acknowledged by faculty, the implementation of alternative or complimentary forms of assessment is far from universal.

What students are capable of assessing does not always coincide with what is required for learning. Evaluation of teaching and evaluation of learning are two different things (Becker and Watts, 1999). Evidence strongly suggests that students can reliably assess factors such as teaching skill, rapport with students, organization, difficulty, and feedback (Paulsen, 2002). They cannot assess subject mastery, curriculum development and course design (Arreola, 2000; Chism, 1999).

The literature also indicates that student evaluations of teaching are biased. Four factors are routinely cited as primary sources for these biases. These include prior interest in subject, expected grades, perceived workload, and reasons for taking course (Marsh, 1987). Interestingly, recent research in economics by Weinberg, Hashimoto and Fleisher (2009) shows that these biases may also have disparate effects on different courses. The implication is that one-sized-fits-all evaluations are inappropriate.

The vast majority of existing methods of evaluating instruction are mandated by administrators and designed at the university level (Watts and Becker, 1999). Nevertheless, it is difficult to argue that good economics instruction is the same as good biology or language instruction. As a result, university-administered student evaluations of teaching are likely to capture only a small portion of what we might believe is relevant for economics. With all the
controversy over the use of student evaluations to assess effective teaching, one might think that economics departments have developed more sophisticated instruments to use in assessing instruction. While alternative methods exist, departments have been slow to implement anything but the most superficial of these alternatives.

The purpose of this chapter is to review the current methods used to assess teaching. While evaluations can be used either for summative or formative purposes, the evidence strongly suggests that most departments are primarily concerned with summative feedback. This will be the primary focus of this chapter. In the second section, the different methods for evaluating teaching are reviewed, including evidence of their prevalence across both economics and the academy in general. Special attention is paid to research on the reliability and validity of alternative assessments. The third section focuses on the use of assessments, including both summative and formative uses. The chapter concludes with some recommendations for the discipline.

Review of Current Methods for Assessing Teaching

Fundamentally, there are two ways of formally assessing instruction: (1) student end-of-course evaluations; and (2) peer evaluation.¹ The choice of method by departments and universities depends on a number of factors, including the purpose of the evaluation (i.e., annual merit raises, promotion and tenure, etc.), the size of the institution, and the mission of the school or department (i.e., liberal arts colleges, research universities, PhD programs, etc.).

Student Evaluation

The most common method of evaluating teaching, even at liberal arts colleges, is end-of-course student evaluations. These evaluations typically consist of fixed-response questions
scored on a Likert scale (Cashin, 1999; Seldin, 1999), complimented by open-ended questions where students can write their opinions of the instructor’s relative strengths and weaknesses. In their 1998 survey, Becker and Watts (1999) found that 83 percent of economics departments used fixed-response qualitative measurement instruments with open-ended questions on forms. Areas most often assessed include overall effectiveness, communication skills, organization, and knowledge of material; the least likely are decorum, use of technology, rapport and use of applications and examples.

Research suggests that such evaluations have high inter-rater reliability. Centra (1993) notes that as long as more than 10 students are surveyed, inter-rater reliability is generally high (.70 and higher). Reliability over time is also good with inter-rater reliability of at least .83 (Marsh and Dunkin, 1997). Reliability, however, is not the same as validity. In general, metrics must meet both criteria to be considered good measures of teaching effectiveness.

One way of assessing validity is how correlated student measures are with other forms of evaluation, referred to as “construct validity” (Marsh, 2007). Here, the evidence appears to support validity. For example Feldman (1989a) finds that student, end-of-course evaluations are correlated with alumni (.69), instructors (.29), colleagues (.55), administrators (.39), and external, trained evaluators (.50). Despite the demonstrated construct validity, this still falls short of validating whether student evaluations are correlated with student learning.

Validation of learning experiments typically employ multiple sections of a course. Not surprisingly, a number of tight controls are needed to make these experiments well-designed. Sections must use the same textbook, variation in student enrollment must be controlled (through either randomized assignment or econometric sample selection controls), and consistent pre- and post-tests must be administered. In an analysis of 41 suitably designed studies, Cohen (1987)
found that student achievement was positively correlated with factors typically evaluated by students on end-of-course assessments. For example, learning was correlated with student assessments on factors such as course structure (.55), interaction (.52), instructor skill (.50), overall course (.49), overall instructor (.45), rapport (.32), and feedback (.28).

A great deal of evidence shows measures of teaching effectiveness are biased by a number of factors including prior interest in the subject, expected grades, perceived workload, and reasons for taking course (Marsh, 1987). However, not all biases are evidence of a lack of validity (Marsh, 2007). In fact, many of the factors affecting student evaluations should affect both learning and teacher effectiveness. Examples of these include class size and prior interest in the subject. Not surprisingly, the most controversial bias factor is grades.

A number of studies find evidence that grading leniency increases student end-of-course evaluations, but the effect appears to be relatively small (Marsh 2007). Recent evidence in economics is more damning. In a study from principles sections at Ohio State University from 1995-2004, Weinberg, et. al. (2009) find that a student’s current grade is a significantly positive determinant of evaluation scores. In contrast to earlier studies, Weinberg, et. al. (2009) find an extremely large effect of grades on evaluations. Interestingly, the grade-induced bias is roughly triple for macroeconomics than for microeconomics courses. Moreover, they find that after controlling for current grade, learning is not significantly correlated with student evaluation scores.

With the growing use of online methods for administering student evaluations, many fear that a new source of bias, sample selection, has further eroded the validity and reliability of student evaluations. However, the existing evidence appears to refute this. The obvious advantage in such systems has to do with the cost and ease of implementation. One unexpected
advantage in online evaluations is that students appear to write longer, more detailed comments (Hardy, 2003). The main concern in administering evaluations online is the response rate. As expected, response rates are lower with web-based evaluations than traditional methods (Hardy, 2003; Avery, Bryant, Mathois, Kang and Bell, 2006). While this increases the standard error of point estimates, there is little evidence that mean ratings are significantly affected. In a recent study in a large economics-based public policy school, Avery, et al (2006) found virtually no difference in mean responses to any of the survey questions. They did, however, find evidence that who responds differs online. Females and those expecting higher grades were significantly more likely to respond. Their evidence also suggests that response rates increase over time once web-based systems are implemented.

As serious as the concerns over the validity of student evaluations is the criticism that they only assess a limited set of factors related to good teaching (Becker, 2000). Even if valid, they represent a narrow range of factors generally accepted as necessary for effective teaching. According to Cashin (1989), students are in a position to evaluate delivery of instruction, clarity of presentation, availability to students and administrative requirements. They cannot evaluate subject mastery, curriculum development and course design, factors appropriate for peer evaluation (Arreola, 2000; Chism, 1999).

Peer Review

Despite widespread acknowledgment that it is needed, peer-review is significantly less prevalent than student-based evaluations of teaching. At a minimum, peer assessment is needed to evaluate course content. Since faculty members’ work is valued more highly when it is subjected to rigorous review, peer review should result in the increased importance of teaching in
the overall evaluation of faculty (Chism, 1999). The most commonly employed method is direct classroom observation, although the use of teaching portfolios is increasing.

According to Seldin (1999), undergraduate institutions – liberal arts colleges and small universities – are the most likely to use peer review of teaching. Collecting data from liberal arts colleges over a twenty-year period from 1978-98, Seldin (1999) reports that as early as 1978, nearly half of all liberal arts colleges claimed to require peer-review in the form of committee review, even more by the Dean and department chair. However, in 1978 less than 15 percent of liberal arts colleges mandated either classroom visits or review of teaching materials by peers as part of the review process. By 1998 this figure had grown to over 40 percent. Interestingly, nearly 10 percent of colleges also report that grades are part of the process. Overall, these findings suggest that the evaluation of teaching is becoming more multifaceted and sophisticated.

Seldin’s findings are consistent with what appears to be going on in economics departments as well. White (1995) found that 26 percent of departments required classroom visits and 30 percent reviewed teaching materials; 59 percent used multiple methods including formal and informal follow-ups. In a later, more comprehensive survey, Becker and Watts (1999) found that 52 percent of Bachelors, 51 percent of Masters, 42 percent of Doctoral, and 37 percent of Research institutions required some form of peer review. While classroom observation was most frequently cited, review of syllabi, exams and other materials were also reported. Becker and Watts (1999) report that department chairs are typically the ones that appoint peer-evaluators. For the most part, this consists of classroom visits, but may also look at syllabi, tests, and other materials. Ironically, White (1995) reports a general reluctance for classroom visits and typically only required for junior faculty.
While there is a wealth of research indicating the validity and reliability of student evaluations of teaching, the same is not true for peer review. Not surprisingly, most of the work has focused on classroom observation (Cohen and McKeachie, 1980; Feldman, 1989b). In general, those studies find a notable lack of reliability. However, the reliability of peer review using teaching portfolios appears to show more promise. Root (1987) finds reliability rates of .90 using a common faculty committee to assess research, service and teaching based on portfolios assembled by the individual faculty member. Unfortunately such results are not universal (Centra, 1994). Two key factors that account for differences in reliability rates are the selection and training of peer reviewers. For example, Centra (2000) finds that acceptable reliability rates can be obtained when evaluators are not selected by the individual being reviewed. In general, he suggests that small committees, formed for 3-year periods, be used to conduct peer reviews. Others argue that reliability rates also increase when the content of portfolios is relatively uniform (Seldin, 1993; Chism, 1999).

Partly because of reliability problems and partly because of faculty antipathy, the focus appears to be turning from classroom observation towards committee review of teaching portfolios. This begs the question of “what to review?” Most argue that portfolios should include a broad range of sample work, syllabi, test, etc. There is universal agreement that peers should receive training that includes methods, standards, and criteria. At a minimum, small committees between three to six reviewers should be used. Seldin (1999) recommends the following mandatory elements; reflective instructor statement about approach, three years of student evaluations, three years of syllabi for all courses taught, innovative instructional material, and evidence of activities to improve one’s teaching.3
Use of assessments

Whether by students or peers, the evaluation of teaching can be used for formative or summative purposes. For evaluations to be used formatively, faculty must value the input of the evaluator and be willing to change behavior.

While theoretically student evaluations can be used for formative purposes, the reality is that they are not. Evidence shows that instructors do not use student evaluations to significantly change their course or their classroom behavior. In a study of 195 teachers over a 13-year period, Marsh and Hocevar (1991) found little change in instructor ratings over time. Ironically, Roche and Marsh (2002) found that student evaluations did change instructor perceptions about their own teaching as their self assessments converged with students over time. Thus, student assessments are used by instructors to provide information about the quality of their teaching, but they not motivate changes in teaching practices. This is precisely why many scholars argue the importance alternatives systems to complement the use of student evaluations.

Unlike student evaluations, peer evaluation is (theoretically) more likely to result in changes in behavior because the evaluator is qualified to judge the most important aspects of good teaching (Becker, 2000). Because of this, many colleges and universities have established “teaching centers” that, along with supporting scholarship on teaching and learning, typically offer consultation services. Since these centers typically do consultations with faculty directly, such feedback is formative in nature. There is considerable evidence that student evaluations supplemented with these professional peer consultations can lead to significant improvements in teaching (Penny and Coe, 2004). One must be cautious in making broad generalizations of effectiveness of this process as faculty typically self-select into consultations. Also, these groups are not disciplinary experts and thus are limited in the areas of expertise.
The desire to supplement student evaluations helps explain the growing interest in peer evaluation for formative purposes. At the same time there is little evidence peer evaluation plays much of a role summative assessments. Becker and Watts (1999) report that peer assessments were a relatively small part of the overall assessment of teaching used in determining annual merit raises (24, 18, 14, and 11 percent of the teaching assessment at Bachelors, Masters, Doctoral and Research institutions, respectively). Since peer evaluation in economics departments does not appear to be either wide-spread or highly valued, there is little reason to believe that faculty members have the incentive to respond to potential criticism from their disciplinary peers.

While there is little evidence that faculty use student evaluations for formative purposes, we do know they play an important role in summative decisions. Becker and Watts (1999) confirms that teaching plays an important role in the determination of annual raises, tenure and promotion decisions. Not surprisingly, the use of teaching evaluations differs by type of institution. For annual raises, teaching is important for 43 percent of Bachelor, 38 percent of Masters, 37 percent of Doctoral, and 27 percent of Research institutions. The rates are similar for tenure and promotion decisions.

Overall, the evidence suggests that (1) unless used in conjunction with consultation services, faculty do not use student evaluations for formative purposes; (2) peer-review in economics departments is not widely used and when it is, it is not highly valued; (3) summative decisions are being made almost exclusively on the basis of student end-of-course evaluations; and (4) evaluations of teaching play a significant role in decisions regarding annual merit raises, tenure, and promotions.
Conclusion

Despite the plea over a decade ago by Becker and Watts (1999) for economics departments to invest time and energy into using peer review of teaching, it appears little has changed. While teaching effectiveness is a major factor in determining raises and promotions at nearly every institution, economics departments appear to be content to leave such decisions in the hands of undergraduate students. While the research shows students can potentially assess some of the characteristics of good teaching, there is strong reason to believe that biases exist in student evaluations. Even if student evaluations are reliable, they cannot validly assess many of the factors that relate to learning. This is the best argument for peer review. Only faculty have the disciplinary expertise to assess whether course material is appropriate, whether it facilitates learning and academic challenge and whether it meets departmental goals.

This chapter highlights the need for economists to do more rigorous research on the relative validity of different methods to assess teaching effectiveness. With few exceptions, the literature focuses almost exclusively on student evaluations. Though a trend towards the increased use of peer review appears to be taking place, in economics and across the academy, there has been little research to validate peer review. Moreover, most research on the effectiveness of teaching has been conducted in other disciplines or at institutional levels. But, as Becker and Watts (1999) argue, there is reason to believe that teaching in economics is different, with a unique approach and specific learning outcomes. As the recent evidence from Weinberg, et. al. (2009) shows, this may even extend to differences across courses. Taken together, considerably more research into the assessment of teaching in economics needs to be undertaken.
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Notes

1 There are other methods that are more formative in nature, such as mid-semester evaluations. In addition, many institutions now offer teaching consultations to faculty.

2 There are a number of excellent meta-analyses on the topic. See Arreola (2007), Cashin (1996), Centra (1993), Paulsen (2002), and March (2007).

3 See Chism (1999) for more about how to design and operate peer evaluations systems.